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Equity analysis

EQUITIES

RELEVANT FACTORS IN EQUITY ANALYSIS
Fundamental equity analysis attempts to calculate the fair value of listed companies
and their shares and at the same to identify any overvaluation or undervaluation, as
the case may be. It is based on business data and the economic environment in
which a company operates. The analysis therefore factors in not only the listed
company in question but also and in particular economic conditions and conditions in
the sector in question.
Economic conditions
The macroeconomic conditions in the markets/regions in which the company in
question operates play an important role for its prospects. Important factors include
the interest-rate and money-supply policy of central banks, the economic
performance in states and economic zones, the exchange rate, inflation, commodity
prices, etc. DZ BANK AG Economics Research department produces analyses and
forecasts for key economic metrics, and the bank's equity analysts are guided by
these forecasts in so far as they are relevant for equity analysis.
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Sector analysis
The sector analysis looks at economic conditions in the sector in which the company
being evaluated operates. In order to be able to measure the attractiveness of a
particular sector, analysts look closely at structural aspects and at the degree of the
company's dependence of on how well the economy is doing.
An analysis of the sector structure and hence also of the competitive situation in that
sector primarily takes in the following five components:
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Competitive intensity within the sector: a high degree of competitive
intensity is evident either in the form of competition in terms of products and
services and/or in the form of price competition. Stiff competition has a
fundamentally negative impact on a company's earnings prospects and
hence also how attractive a sector is.



Threat from new entrants: the entry into the market of a new competitor
generally means an increase in supply; this in turn leads to stiffer
competition within the sector, which can lead to rising price pressure. The
threat of a new player entering the market depends to a large extent on the
height of market entry barriers. Market entry barriers can be in the form of
economies of scale, state restrictions, product differentiation, high costs for
a change of supplier, proprietary technologies, high investment costs,
access to distribution channels, etc. The higher the market entry barriers,
the more attractive the sector for the companies currently operating within it.
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Threat of substitutes: substitutes are products or services which meet
similar customer needs. Substitutes set a limit on the prices which a sector
can demand for its products/services. The easier it is for customers to be
able to fall back on such substitutes, the more unattractive the sector. One
example of this is the substitution of drugs with generics once the patent
protection has expired.



Bargaining power of customers: if a company's customers have a strong
bargaining power, then they are generally in a position to demand lower
prices or better quality at the same price. Accordingly, if customers have a
strong bargaining power, it has a negative impact on a company's earnings
prospects. A sector is therefore all the more attractive if customers have
less bargaining power.



Bargaining power of suppliers: strong bargaining power for suppliers is
generally likely to lead to them either imposing higher prices or being able
to supply poorer quality at the same price. This means that a strong
bargaining power for suppliers has a negative impact on a company's
earnings. A sector is therefore all the more attractive if suppliers have less
bargaining power.

In the context of sector analysis, the economic trend in that specific sector is
also factored in. Among other things, the degree of dependence on the
macroeconomic performance can be worked out from a look at the past.
Specific, so-called cyclical sectors tend to grow disproportionately during periods
of economic upturn, while others do less well and others in turn have their own
sector-specific cycles.
Company analysis
The aim of company analysis is to give a comprehensive picture of a specific
company. The analysis in question includes qualitative and quantitative aspects.
Qualitative aspects include the company's strategy, product portfolio and
management. A distinction can be made between company strategies, depending on
whether or not the company in question is aiming for cost leadership, for
differentiation or whether it aims to specialise in a market niche.
Companies which adopt a cost leadership strategy try to offer lower prices than rival
companies by keeping their manufacturing costs as low as possible. Cost leadership
is thereby achieved mainly by producing the biggest amount possible in order to
achieve economies of scale and strict cost control.
If they opt for the concept of differentiation, companies aim to stand out from their
rivals through performance advantages across their entire product/service range in
order thereby to be able to realise higher prices as far as possible.
If opting for niche specialisation, companies concentrate on a specific sub-market or
selected sub-markets in which they can have a competitive advantage against rival
firms. In view of this competitive advantage within the sub-segment in question,
companies are more likely to be able to demand a higher price from their customers.
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The competition and company strategy form the basis for the detailed work involved
in equity analysis. They are used as the basis for analysing past annual reports
(balance sheets, profit and loss accounts, cash flow statements, etc.). In this
manner, the analyst gains a picture of the quality of the company's reporting, of how
it generates its profit and of the stability of the company's profitability, of its ability to
invest from its own resources and to pay out dividends, etc. On this basis, the
analyst then forecasts the company's future financial performance. In its analysis of
German equities (DAX, MDAX etc.), DZ BANK generally uses an extensive
proprietary forecast and analysis model. In its analysis of other European and
American companies, it is generally guided by consensus forecasts available from
financial-information systems such as Bloomberg, Reuters and FactSet. In each
case, the forecasts are always intrinsically linked to the respective analyst's
individual experience and assessment.
Under certain circumstances, the presentation of the company's historical
performance and of the analyst's estimates for the future performance for research
publications can deviate from the company's own reporting. In the preparation and
presentation of the balance sheet, profit and loss account, etc., analysts must find a
compromise between good comparability with the figures presented by the
respective company and comparability with other companies.
In view of the complexity of company analysis, of the specific features pertaining to
certain sectors (e.g. banks, insurance and property companies), capital market
trends and political influence factors, the main focus of the analysis can vary widely
from one sector to another and over time.

MAIN SOURCES
In drafting their research publications, DZ BANK AG's equity analysts only use
sources of information which can be deemed to be reliable. However, they are not in
a position to verify all the facts and other information taken from these sources
personally. However, where DZ BANK equity analysts have any doubts about the
reliability of a source or whether facts and other information are correct in an actual
analysis, this is expressly noted in the research publication. Accordingly, DZ BANK
does not give any guarantees or assurances as to the accuracy, completeness or
correctness of the information or opinions included in the financial analyses.
Equity research analysts use freely accessible data and information. This includes
data from the companies and from external data providers.
In addition, DZ BANK's equity research analysts have access to DZ BANK
Research's micro and macroeconomic forecasts and studies. The analysts do not
have access to information from other DZ BANK divisions. DZ BANK organises its
Research and Economics division as a confidential area which is protected by
Chinese Walls from other organisational units within DZ BANK and the DZ BANK
Group. The departments and teams in the division which produces financial analyses
are also protected by Chinese Walls, actual physical separations and by a closed
door and clean desk policy. Beyond the boundaries of these confidentiality areas,
communication in both directions is on a need-to-know basis only.
Major external sources of information for DZ BANK Equity Research publications are
as follows:

1) – 12)
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Company information: the historical figures in the integrated forecast
and analysis models used are taken from the companies. Key sources of
information include annual financial statements and management reports
in annual reports, quarterly reports and securities prospectuses, ad-hoc
press announcements, press releases and company presentations which
corporations publish as part of their disclosure obligations or on a
voluntary basis. Equity analysts have access to information which is
already published and to other non-share-price-sensitive information in
the context of company visits, road shows, conference calls and in talks
with management and Investor Relations managers; they need this
information to do their job as analysts in order to look in greater depth at
aspects of the company's accounting and issues that are specific to the
company or sector in question.



Information and data services: DZ BANK's equity analysts have
access to information from sources which include Bloomberg, Reuters
and FactSet. The fee-based offer includes general stock-market data,
charts and specific company and sector news.



Specialist information from the relevant sector: information from
sector associations, from trade fairs and specialist magazines.

Relevant sources of information for other DZ BANK Research units are mainly as
follows:

1) – 12)



Macroeconomic forecasts: these include above all the GDP trend in
the relevant regions and other key economic indicators.



Other forecasts: important publications for equity research are forecasts
and studies on the trend in interest rates, foreign currencies, oil and gas
prices and other key commodities.
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CALCULATING THE FAIR VALUE - VALUATION METHODS
Building on the estimates calculated for the company's financial performance, the fair
value is calculated using various models to estimate the future share-price
performance. For this, analysts can use a variety of valuation approaches and a
combination of valuation methods (a so-called mixed measurement model). The
respective DZ BANK analyst will decide which valuation method is appropriate for a
specific company or a specific sector and in a specific situation.


DCF model: the discounted cash flow analysis (DCF) involves
calculating an absolute value for the company (share) by discounting
expected free cash flows which analysts estimate for the future.



RoE/CoE model: in the RoE/CoE model, a company's fair value is
calculated by adding the intrinsic value (usually the book value) and the
net present value of the company's expected future residual earnings. In
this context, "residual earnings" means earnings generated by a
company after accounting for the cost of capital.



IPO prices, acquisition prices: the precedent transactions analysis
method is used as an additional tool if, close to the time of the valuation,
a similar company or parts of a company were sold off and the
transaction price is in the public domain. This also applies to first listings
as part of IPOs, capital increases or the reallocation of blocks of shares.
Such transactions can be used as reference prices, taking any changes
into account.



Sum-of-the-parts valuation: in the case of the sum-of-the-parts
valuation, the value of a company is derived from the value of individual
company divisions, subsidiaries and holdings. The appropriate valuation
method can be used for each separate part being valued. In addition, the
individual segments are evaluated using their respective sector-specific
valuation multiples. These should be adjusted with the help of premiums
or discounts if there is any marked deviation between the growth rates or
operating margins of the company being valued and those of its peers.



Multiples comparison: peer-group comparisons are relative valuation
approaches in which the multiples of one company are compared with
those of similar companies, the peer group, in order to highlight any
relative overvaluation or undervaluation. The multiples in question
include mainly the price-earnings ratio (PER), the price-to-cash flow ratio
(PCF), enterprise value to EBIT (EV/EBIT) and enterprise value to
EBITDA (EV/EBITDA). If there is a suitable peer group for the company
being valued, but there are differences in margins and growth rates,
costs for non-operating group units and if the company is managed
relatively better or worse, then a valuation premium or discount may also
be appropriate.

Historical valuation: A multiples comparison based on estimates for the years
relevant to the valuation can be enhanced by a comparison with historical figures for
the relevant valuation multiples. This helps to show how a company is doing at
present in relation to a mean and in relation to historical valuation highs and lows.

1) – 12)
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Calculation of a fair value: the analytical combination of these approaches (mixed
measurement model), or the choice of a suitable valuation approach in a given
situation gives a company's theoretical value (fair value) at the time of the financial
analysis. Taking into account further relevant factors, especially the market situation
in the stock market, gives an assessment of the likely future share-price
performance.
Sector-specific factors: in the context of a multiples comparison, analysts
sometimes use other multiples which are not mentioned above which take into
account specific situations or specific sector features. In view of differences in
business models, there are significant differences in accounting rules from one
sector to another, such as manufacturing, property, media, banks and insurance.
These differences have an impact among other things on the way in which the profit
and loss account, cash flow statement and balance sheet are reported. These
differences, which reflect sector-specific differences, also lead to multiples and
profitability ratios that are specific to certain sectors, such as the combined ratio in
the case of insurance companies, the cost-income ratio in the case of banks and the
net asset value (NAV) in the case of real estate companies, which can be used in
those individual sectors in addition to the valuation methods which are the general
norm.

DEFINITION OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The valuation and calculation of the fair value leads to an investment
recommendation:
The categories for the recommendation of equities in DZ BANK AG's financial
analyses are defined as follows:
"Buy" means that the absolute rise expected in the share price in the next 12 months
is greater than 10%.
"Sell" means that the absolute depreciation expected in the next 12 months is
greater than 5%.
"Hold" means that the absolute change in share price expected in the next 12
months is between +10% and -5%.

1) – 12)
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II.

MANDATORY DISCLOSURES FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSES AND
FURTHER REMARKS

1. Responsible Company
1.1 This Financial Analysis has been prepared by DZ BANK AG Deutsche
Zentral-Genossenschaftsbank, Frankfurt am Main (DZ BANK) as an
investment firm.
Financial analyses are independent client information containing
generic investment recommendations regarding specific issuers or
specific financial instruments, but they do not make allowance for any
individual investment criteria.
1.2 The mandatory disclosures for Research Reports (Financial Analyses
and Other Research Information) as well as further remarks, especially
the Conflicts of Interest Policy of DZ BANK Research, regarding used
methods, procedures, and statistics, can be read and downloaded freeof-charge under www.dzbank.com/disclosures.
2.

Competent Supervisory Authorities
DZ BANK is supervised as a credit institution and as an investment firm by:
– European Central Bank - www.ecb.europa.eu
Sonnemannstraße 20 in 60314 Frankfurt / Main and
– Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) - www.bafin.de
Marie-Curie-Straße 24 - 28 in 60439 Frankfurt / Main
Regarding Research Reports (Financial Analyses and Other Research
Information) the DZ BANK linked local cooperative banks are supervised
by:
– Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) - www.bafin.de
Marie-Curie-Straße 24 - 28 in 60439 Frankfurt / Main

3. Independent Analysts
3.1 The Research Reports (Financial Analyses and Other Research
Information) of DZ BANK are independently prepared by its employed
analysts or by competent analysts commissioned in a given case on the
basis of the binding Conflicts of Interest Policy.
3.2 Each analyst involved in the preparation of the contents of this Research
Report confirms that

1) – 12)

– this Research Report represents his independent specialist evaluation of
the analysed object in compliance with the Conflicts of Interest Policy of
DZ BANK and
– his compensation depends neither in full nor in part, neither directly nor
indirectly, on an opinion expressed in this Research Report.
4.

Definitions of the Categories for Investment Recommendations in
Financial Analyses
The categories for investment recommendations in Financial Analyses
of DZ BANK are defined as follows:
4.1 Shares:
- Fundamental Analysis:
"Buy" means that the absolute appreciation expected in the next twelve
months is greater than 10%.
"Sell" means that the absolute depreciation expected in the next twelve
months is greater than 5%.
"Hold" means that the absolute price volatility expected in the next twelve
months lies between +10% and -5%.
4.2 Fixed Income Instruments:
1. Government Bonds, SSAs, Financials and Corporate Bonds
The terms "Low Risk", "Moderate Risk" and "Elevated Risk" are used
as investment ratings when assessing individual issuers from the market
segments Government Bonds, Agency Bonds, Financials (senior
unsecured) and Corporate Bonds (senior unsecured). The classifications
are independent of overriding allocation recommendations for market
segments (cf. mandatory disclosures on other research information at
www.dzbank.com/disclosures). This estimate is based on DZ BANK's
expectations regarding the probability of default and/or the relative volatility
of risk premiums over the next three years (cf, DZ BANK methodological
studies at www.dzbank.com/disclosures).
The investment recommendation "Low Risk" indicates that DZ BANK a)
considers the issuer's probability of default to be extremely low over a
three-year period and/or b) expects a low spread volatility of the issuer's
(senior) bonds denominated in EUR compared with other issuers in the
segment. Senior bonds denominated in EUR from issuers classified as
"Low Risk" are therefore generally suitable for longer-term investments and
thus qualify as a basic investment in a portfolio.
The investment recommendation "Moderate Risk" indicates that DZ BANK
a) considers the issuer's probability of default to be low over a three-year
period and/or b) expects a moderate spread volatility of the issuer's (senior)
bonds denominated in EUR compared with other issuers in the segment.
Senior bonds denominated in EUR from issuers classified as "Moderate
Risk" are suitable as an addition to a portfolio.
The investment recommendation "Elevated Risk" indicates that DZ BANK
a) considers the issuer's probability of default is slightly elevated to high
over a three-year period and/or b) expects a higher spread volatility of the
issuer's (senior) bonds denominated in EUR compared with other issuers in
the segment. Senior bonds denominated in EUR from issuers classified as
"Elevated Risk" are only suitable as a speculative investment under certain
conditions specified in individual cases.
2. Covered Bonds
When assessing an issuer's covered bond programme, the terms
"Outperformer", "Market Performer" and "Underperformer" are used as
investment recommendation. The investment recommendation is based on
DZ BANK's assessment of whether the credit spread return of an issuer's
covered bonds will perform better than the market (“Outperformer”),
perform worse than the market (“Underperformer”) or perform in line with
the market (“Market Performer”) for bonds of comparable covered bond
programmes over the next six months. The recommendation categories
refer to covered bonds ("covered bank bonds") in EUR and are only valid
for the publication date. Since issuers have usually issued a large number
of bonds, the expected credit return cannot be quantified (cf. DZ BANK
methodological studies at www.dzbank.com/disclosures).
4.3 Categories for isolated statements without investment recommendation
Statements on the isolated evaluation of specific aspects that precede
an investment recommendation on a financial instrument and / or an
issuer - especially according to the sustainability criteria defined by DZ
BANK, its defined value approach, its defined asset allocation (DZ BANK
Sample Portfolio), its defined sector strategy Euro-Stoxx (DZ BANK Sector
Favorites), its defined valuation of payments to beneficiaries (DZ BANK
Dividend Aristocrats), their weighting recommendations for market
segments or otherwise defined groups of different issuers, i.e. their
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weighting recommendations in the overall market strategy Fixed
Income, in the sector strategy Corporates and their weighting
recommendations for covered bond jurisdictions - are not investment
categories and therefore do not contain any investment
recommendations.
These isolated statements alone are not sufficient to form the basis of an
investment decision. Reference is made to the explanation of the used
relevant methods.
In the case of recommendations on market segments or otherwise defined
groups of different issuers, the terms "Overweight", "Underweight" and
"Neutral weight" are used.
"Overweight" means that the aforementioned bond segment is expected to
perform significantly better on a six-month horizon than the average of the
other bond segments in coverage, both in the event of a positive and
negative overall market trend.
"Underweight" means that the aforementioned bond segment is expected
to perform significantly worse on a six-month horizon than the average of
the other bond segments in coverage, both in the event of a positive and
negative overall market trend.
"Neutral weight" means that the bond segment in question is expected to
perform approximately in line with the average of the other bond segments
in the coverage over a six-month period.
The weighting recommendations for market segments or otherwise defined
groups of different issuers are independent of the recommendations for
individual issuers or those of superordinate or subordinate market
segments. They are relative, i.e. if not all the segments mentioned are
weighted "neutral", at least one bond segment is rated "overweight" and
one bond segment is rated "underweight". Accordingly, the weighting
recommendations are not an absolute statement about profit and loss (cf.
DZ BANK methodological studies at www.dzbank.com/disclosures).
1. Overall market strategy
The weighting recommendations in the overall Fixed Income market
strategy refer to the comparison of bond segments relative to one another.
There are currently five bond segments in the overall market strategy: 1.
Government Bonds, 2. Agency Bonds, 3. Covered Bonds, 4. Bank Bonds
(senior unsecured), 5. Corporate Bonds (senior unsecured). Calculations of
the total return are decisive for the expected performance. The weighting
recommendations in the overall market strategy are independent of the
weighting recommendations within the individual bond segments
themselves, because the respective peer group within each individual bond
segment is a completely different one. For example, weighting
recommendations within government bond sector refer to issuer countries
in relation to each other, which have no relevance at the level of weightings
in the overall market strategy.
2. Sector strategy corporate bonds
In the corporate bond segment, we summarise the relative performance we
expect of a sector in comparison with the developments forecast for the
other sectors in a sector assessment. Calculations of the credit spread
return are decisive for the expected performance.
3. Strategy covered bonds
Our weighting recommendations for Covered Bond jurisdictions ("country")
are based on a comparison of the respective country segment (sub-index
within the iBoxx € Covered Index) with the total index (iBoxx € Covered
Index). The credit spread return is decisive for the expected performance.
5.

Scheduled Updates and Validity Periods of Investment
Recommendations
5.1 The frequency of updates of Financial Analyses depends in particular on
the underlying macroeconomic conditions, current developments on the
relevant markets, the current development of the analyzed companies,
measures undertaken by the issuers, the behavior of trading participants,
the competent supervisory authorities and the competent central banks as
well as a wide range of other parameters. The periods of time named below
therefore merely provide a non-binding indication of when an updated
investment recommendation may be expected.
5.2 No obligation exists to update an investment recommendation. If an
investment recommendation is updated, this update replaces the previous
investment recommendation with immediate effect.
If no update is made, investment recommendations end / lapse on expiry
of the validity periods named below. These periods begin on the day and
at the time the investment recommendation is completed.
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5.3 The validity periods for investment recommendations (financial
analyses) are as follows:
Shares:
Fundamental analysis
six months
Fixed income instruments:
Government bonds
twelve months
SSAs
twelve months
Financials (senior unsecured)
twelve months
Corporate Bonds (senior unsecured)
twelve months
Covered Bonds
one trading day
5.4 Evaluations of isolated aspects without investment recommendation
have the following validity periods:
Sustainability analyses:
one month
Analyses according to the value approach:
one month
Asset allocation analyses (DZ BANK Sample Portfolio):
one month
Euro Stoxx sector strategy (DZ BANK Sector Favorites):
one month
Dividends (DZ BANK Dividend Aristocrats):
three months
Credit Trend Issuers
twelve months
Share indices (fundamental):
three months
Currency areas:
six to twelve months
Weighting recommendations for market segments
six months
Overall market strategy
six months
Sector strategy Corporate Bonds
six months
Strategy Covered Bonds:
six months
Derivatives:
(Bund futures, Bobl futures, treasury futures, Buxl futures):
one month
Commodities:
one month
5.5 In a given case, updates of analyses may also be temporarily suspended
without prior announcement on account of compliance with supervisory
regulations.
5.6 If no updates are to be made in the future because the analysis of an
object is to be discontinued, notification of this shall be made in the final
publication or, if no final publication is made, the close of the analysis shall
be given in a separate note.
6.

General Overview of Investment Recommendations on Financial
Instruments and Issuers
Each working day DZ BANK prepares a general overview of all
investment recommendations on financial instruments and / or issuers
disseminated in the last twelve months, containing all details specified by
the supervisor. This list can be read and downloaded free-of-charge
under www.dzbank.com/disclosures.

7. Avoiding and Managing Conflicts of Interest
7.1 DZ BANK Research has a binding Conflicts of Interest Policy which
ensures that the relevant conflicts of interest of DZ BANK, the DZ BANK
Group, the analysts and employees of the Research and Economics
Division and persons closely associated with them are avoided, or - if such
interests are effectively unavoidable - are appropriately identified,
managed, disclosed and monitored. Materiel aspects of this policy, which
can be read and downloaded free-of-charge under
www.dzbank.com/disclosures are summarized as follows.
7.2 DZ BANK organizes its Research and Economics Division as a
confidentiality area and protects it against all other organizational units of
DZ BANK and the DZ BANK Group by means of Chinese walls. The
departments and teams of the Division that produce Financial Analyses are
also protected by Chinese walls and by spatial separation, a closed doors
and clean desk policy. Beyond the limits of these confidentiality areas,
communication may only take place in both directions according to the
need-to-know principle.
7.3 The Research and Economics Division does not disseminate Research
Reports on issues of DZ BANK or on financial instruments issued by
companies of the DZ BANK Group.
7.4 In principle, employees of the Research and Economics Division and
persons closely associated with them may not unrestrictedly invest in
financial instruments covered by them in the form of Financial
Analyses. For commodities and currencies, DZ BANK has also
defined an upper limit based on the annual gross salary of each
employee which, in the opinion of DZ BANK, also excludes the
possibility of personal conflicts of interest among employees in the
preparation of Other Research Information.
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7.5 Other theoretically feasible, information-based personal conflicts of interest
among employees of the Research and Economics Division and persons
closely associated with them are avoided in particular by the measures
explained in sub-paragraph 7.2 and the other measures described in the
policy.
7.6 The remuneration of employees of the Research and Economics Division
depends neither in whole nor in the variable part directly or materially on
the earnings from investment banking, trade in financial instruments, other
securities related services and / or trade in commodities, merchandise,
currencies and / or on indices of DZ BANK or the companies of the DZ
BANK Group.
7.7 DZ BANK and companies of the DZ BANK Group issue financial
instruments for trading, hedging and other investment purposes which, as
underlying instruments, may refer to financial instruments, commodities,
merchandise, currencies, benchmarks, indices and / or other financial ratios
also covered by DZ BANK Research. Respective conflicts of interest are
primarily avoided in the Research and Economics Division by means of the
aforementioned organizational measures.
7.8 Investment recommendations for the same financial instrument /
issuer that have deviated in the last 12 months are stated in the
respective current Financial Analysis together with the relevant
investment recommendation category and date.
7.9 The quarterly information on the share of the investment categories
stated in sub-paragraph 4.1 and 4.2 for shares and fixed income
instruments in the total number of investment recommendations of DZ
BANK and the information on the share of these categories relating to the
issuers to whom DZ BANK has rendered services in the past twelve
months in accordance with Appendix I Sections A and B of Directive
2014/65/EU, can be read and downloaded free-of-charge under
www.dzbank.com/disclosures.
7.10 The following definitions explain the potential conflicts of interest (socalled 'keys’) of DZ BANK and / or the companies of the DZ BANK Group
that must be stated in accordance with supervisory regulations in respect of
the issuers and / or financial instruments analyzed in a Financial Analysis:
1) DZ BANK owns a net long position exceeding 0,5% of the total
issued share capital of the issuer, calculated according to Article 3 of
Regulation (EU) No. 236/2012 and Chapter III and IV of Commission
Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 918/2012.
2) DZ BANK owns a net short position exceeding 0,5% of the total
issued share capital of the issuer, calculated according to Article 3 of
Regulation (EU) No. 236/2012 and Chapter III and IV of Commission
Delegated Regulation (EU) No. 918/2012
3) DZ BANK or any of its affiliates beneficially owns 1 % or more of any
class of common equity securities of the issuer.
4) The issuer holds shares of DZ BANK exceeding 5 % of its total issued
share capital.
5) DZ BANK, any of its affiliates or a natural or legal person involved in
the preparation of the investment recommendation acting under
contract, is a market maker, designated sponsor and / or liquidity
provider in financial instruments of the issuer at the time of publication
of this research report.
6) DZ BANK, any of its affiliates or a natural or legal person involved in
the preparation of the investment recommendation acting under
contract, has managed or co-managed a private and / or publicly
disclosed offering of financial instruments of the issuer in the past 12
months.
7) The issuer is or has been a client to DZ BANK regarding investment
banking services over the 12-month period preceding the date of
publication of this research report.
8) DZ BANK or any of its affiliates received compensation for
investment banking services from the issuer in the past 12 months.
9) DZ BANK or any of its affiliates expects to receive or intends to seek
compensation for investment banking services from the issuer in
the next 3 months.
10) The issuer is or has been a client to DZ BANK, to any of its affiliates or
a natural or legal person involved in the production of the investment
recommendation acting under contract regarding securities-related
services as set out in Sections A and B of Annex I of Directive
2014/65/EU, which agreement has been in effect or has given rise to
the obligation to pay or receive compensation during the 12-months
period preceding the date of publication of this research report.
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11) The issuer is or has been a client to DZ BANK regarding nonsecurities services over the 12-month period preceding the date of
publication of this research report.
12) DZ BANK and / or any of its affiliates have been a party to an
agreement with the issuer relating to the preparation of investment
recommendations concerning financial Instruments issued by him.
8. Recipients and Use of Financial Analyses
8.1 Recipients
Financial Analyses of DZ BANK are directed at eligible counterparties as
well as professional clients in the member states of the European Economic
Area and Switzerland. If appropriately marked, a financial analysis of DZ
BANK is also approved for retail clients in the Federal Republic of
Germany.
Financial Analyses are authorized for dissemination by DZ BANK to the
above-mentioned recipients and, subject to the conditions set out in
sections 8.4 and 8.5, additionally in the country specified therein to the
recipients specified therein.
8.2 Main Sources of Information
For the preparation of its Research Reports, DZ BANK uses only information
sources which it considers itself to be reliable. However, it is not feasible to
make own checks of all the facts and other information taken from these
sources in every case. If in a specific case, however, DZ BANK has doubts
over the reliability of a source or the correctness of facts and other
information, it shall make specific reference to this in the Research Report.
The main sources of information for Research Reports are:
Information and data services (e.g. Refinitiv, Bloomberg, VWD, IHS Markit),
licensed rating agencies (e.g. Standard & Poors, Moody's, Fitch, DBRS),
specialist publications of the sectors, the business press, the competent
supervisory authorities, information of the issuers (e.g. annual reports,
securities prospectuses, ad-hoc disclosures, press and analyst conferences
and other publications) as well as its own specialist, micro and macroeconomic research, examinations and evaluations.
8.3 No securities prospectus | no individual investment recommendation
Under no circumstances can or should a Research Report replace a
securities prospectus and / or specialist investment advice necessary for a
specific investment. For this reason a Research Report cannot be used as
sole basis for an investment decision.
8.4 International Restrictions of Use outside the EEA and Switzerland
This Financial Analysis may only be brought into the Republic of
Singapore by the respective company set forth in sub-paragraph 8.5 and
be used in this country in accordance with the regulations applicable to
them there.
Republic of Singapore
DZ BANK Singapore Branch is exempt from holding a financial advisor’s
license to act as a financial advisor in Singapore under section 23(1)(a) of
the Financial Advisors Act (Cap.110) (FAA).
DZ BANK makes use of the exemption for 'Foreign Research Houses'
under Regulation 32C (1) of the Financial Advisors Regulations (FAR) from
licensing under section 23(1)(f) of the FAA in respect of the activity of
advising others by issuing or promulgating research analyses or research
reports, whether in electronic, print or other form, concerning any
investment.
Its Research Reports must exclusively be distributed by DZ BANK
Singapore Branch. They are intended for general circulation, but solely to
'accredited investors' and / or 'expert investors'.
Dealing with 'accredited investors' or 'expert investors' DZ BANK is
relying on the following exemptions to the Financial Advisors Act, Cap 110:
(1) the exemption in Regulation 33 of the FAR, which exempts DZ BANK
from complying with Section 25 of the FAA on disclosure of product
information to clients,
(2) the exemption set out in Regulation 34 of the FAR, which exempts
DZ BANK from complying with Section 27 of the FAA on
recommendations, and
(3) the exemption set out in Regulation 35 of the FAR, which exempts
DZ BANK from complying with Section 36 of the FAA on disclosure of
certain interests in securities.
This Research Report does not take into account the specific
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any
particular recipient.
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A financial advisor should be consulted if there are any questions regarding
the contents of this Research Report.
Any recipient should seek investment advice regarding the suitability of
any product referred to in this Research Report, taking into account his
specific financial objectives, financial situation or particular needs, before
making a commitment to purchase any such product.
8.5 Contact of DZ BANK outside the EEA and Switzerland
The contact is not obliged to update the Research Report. Investors must
inform themselves about the current development of business as well as of
any changes affecting the issuers.
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9.

In the Republic of Singapore:
DZ BANK AG Singapore Branch, 50 Raffles Place #43-01, Singapore Land
Tower, Singapore 048623
The DZ BANK AG Singapore Branch is a legally dependent branch of
DZ BANK.
Summary of used Methods and Procedures
Detailed information on generally recognized as well as proprietary
methods and procedures used by DZ BANK Research can be read and
downloaded free-of-charge under www.dzbank.com/disclosures.
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III. DISCLAIMER
1. This document is directed at eligible counterparties and professional
clients in the member states of the European Economic Area and
Switzerland. If appropriately marked, a document is also approved for retail
clients in the Federal Republic of Germany.
This document was prepared by DZ BANK and has been approved by
DZ BANK only for dissemination to the aforementioned recipients.
If this document is expressly marked as ‘Financial Analysis’ in sub-section
1.1 of the Mandatory Disclosures, its distribution to recipients is subject to the
section International Restrictions of Use and these additional rules:
This document may only be brought into the Republic of Singapore by
DZ BANK via the DZ BANK Singapore Branch, but not by other persons, and
may only be disseminated there to 'accredited investors' and / or 'expert
investors' ‘and used by them.
It is neither allowed to provide Financial Analyses to customers in the United
States of America (USA) nor to conclude corresponding transactions with
them.
If this document is expressly marked as ‘Other Research Information’ in
sub-section 1.1 of the Mandatory Disclosures, its dissemination to recipients
is subject to these additional rules:
It is neither allowed to provide Other Research Information to customers in
the United States of America (USA) nor to conclude corresponding
transactions with them.
The dissemination of Other Research Information in the Republic of
Singapore is in any case restricted to DZ BANK AG Singapore Branch.
This document may only be distributed abroad in accordance with the
respective applicable laws and rules, and persons obtaining possession of
this document should inform themselves about and observe such laws and
rules.
2. This document is being handed over solely for information purposes and may
not be reproduced, redistributed to other persons or be otherwise published
in whole or in part without the prior written consent of DZ BANK. All
copyrights and user rights to this document, also with regard to electronic and
online media, remain with DZ BANK.
Whilst DZ BANK may provide hyperlinks to web sites of companies
mentioned in this document, the inclusion of a link does not imply that DZ
BANK endorses, recommends or guarantees any data on the linked page or
accessible therefrom. DZ BANK accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any
such links or data, nor for the consequences of its use.
3. This document is not to be construed as and does not constitute an offer, or
an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell securities, other financial
instruments or other investment objects.
Estimates, especially forecasts, fair value and / or price expectations made
for the investment objects analyzed in this document may prove incorrect.
This may occur especially as a result of unpredictable risk factors.
Such risk factors are in particular, but not exclusively: market volatility, sector
volatility, measures undertaken by the issuer or owner, the general state of
the economy, the non-realisability of earnings and / or sales targets, the nonavailability of complete and / or precise information and / or later occurrence
of another event that could lastingly affect the underlying assumptions or
other forecasts on which DZ BANK relies.
The estimates made should always be considered and evaluated in
connection with all previously published relevant documents and
developments relating to the investment object and to the relevant sectors
and, in particular, capital and financial markets.
DZ BANK is under no obligation to update this document. Investors must
inform themselves about the current development of business as well as of
any changes in the business development of the companies.
During the validity period of an investment recommendation, DZ BANK is
entitled to publish a further or other analysis based on other, factuallywarranted or even missing criteria on the investment object.
4. DZ BANK has obtained the information on which this document is based from
sources believed to be essentially reliable, but has not verified all of such
information. Consequently, DZ BANK does not make or provide any
representations or warranties regarding the preciseness, completeness or
accuracy of the information or the opinions contained in this document.
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Neither DZ BANK nor its affiliated companies accept any liability for
disadvantages or losses incurred as a result of the distribution and / or use of
this document and / or which are connected with the use of this document.
5. DZ BANK and its affiliated companies are entitled to maintain investment banking
and business relationships with the company or companies that are the subject of
the analysis contained in this document. Within the limits of applicable
supervisory law, DZ BANK’s research analysts also provide information regarding
securities-related services and ancillary securities-related services.
Investors should assume that (a) DZ BANK and its affiliated companies are or
will be entitled to engage in investment banking operations, security operations
or other business transactions from or with the companies that are the subject
of the analysis contained in this document, and that (b) analysts involved in the
preparation of this document can generally be indirectly involved in the
conclusion of such business transactions to the extent permitted by
supervisory law.
DZ BANK and its affiliated companies and their employees may have
positions in securities of the analyzed companies or investment objects or
effect transactions with these securities or investment objects.
6. The information and recommendations of DZ BANK contained in this document
do not constitute any individual investment advice and, depending on the
specific investment targets, the investment horizon or the individual financial
situation, may therefore be unsuitable or only partially suitable for certain
investors. In preparing this document DZ BANK has not and does not act in the
capacity of an investment advisor to, or asset manager for, any person.
The recommendations and opinions contained in this document constitute the
best judgment of DZ BANK’s research analysts at the date and time of
preparation of this document and are subject to change without notice as a result
of future events or developments. This document constitutes an independent
appraisal of the relevant issuer or investment objects by DZ BANK; all
evaluations, opinions or explanations contained herein are those of the author of
this document and do not necessarily correspond with those of the issuer or third
parties.
Any decision to effect an investment in securities, other financial instruments,
commodities, merchandise or other investment objects should not be made
on the basis of this document, but on the basis of independent investment
analyses and methods as well as other analyses, including but not limited to
information memoranda, sales or other prospectuses. This document can be
no replacement for individual investment advice.
7. By using this document, in any form or manner whatsoever, or referring to it
in your considerations and / or decisions, you accept the restrictions,
specifications and regulations contained in this document as being
exclusively and legally binding for you.
_____________________________________________________________
Additional Information of Markit Indices Limited
Neither IHS Markit, its affiliates or any third party data provider makes any
warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness
of the data contained herewith nor as to the results to be obtained by
recipients of the data. Neither IHS Markit, its affiliates nor any data provider
shall in any way be liable to any recipient of the data for any inaccuracies,
errors or omissions in the IHS Markit data, regardless of cause, or for any
damages (whether direct or indirect) resulting therefrom.
IHS Markit has no obligation to update, modify or amend the data or to
otherwise notify a recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein
changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
Without limiting the foregoing, IHS Markit, its affiliates, or any third party data
provider shall have no liability whatsoever to you, whether in contract
(including under an indemnity), in tort (including negligence), under a
warranty, under statute or otherwise, in respect of any loss or damage
suffered by you as a result of or in connection with any opinions,
recommendations, forecasts, judgments, or any other conclusions, or any
course of action determined, by you or any third party, whether or not based
on the content, information or materials contained herein.
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The prices quoted as well as the information on yields and spreads included
in the texts and graphics based on IHS Markit data are updated figures from
the previous evening.
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